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Harshil Maheshwari

Subject: FW: ఆం ధ ప  షం  ళ  చ  అ ం త మ  మగ  లల  
చం ం  ప తం ఉప న  అ న య మ  అ కమ పద ల  
మ  అ ల  ంచవల ం అభ రన.

Attachments: Annexure 1 LTR_AH Andhra pradesh (Telegu).pdf; Annexure 2 order MP, Maharashtra 
and UP with translations (1).pdf; Annexure 3 AWBI advisory and LCI report.pdf; 
Annexure 4 Article 7.6.14 of OIE guidelines.pdf; Annexure 5 The Swiss Parliament 
decision (English).pdf

 

From: Dr. Manilal Valliyate  
Sent: 11 May 2020 20:35 
To: 'tappal-ani@ap.gov.in' <tappal-ani@ap.gov.in> 
Cc: 'mpoonam@nic.in' <mpoonam@nic.in>; 'prlsecy_ahf@ap.gov.in' <prlsecy_ahf@ap.gov.in> 
Subject: ఆం ధ ప  షం  ళ  చ  అ ం త మ  మగ  లల  చం ం  ప తం 
ఉప న  అ న య మ  అ కమ పద ల  మ  అ ల  

ంచవల ం అభ రన. 
 

య    , 
  
అ ం త ళ  చం ం  ప తం ఆం ధ ప  షం   చ  ఉప న  
అ కమ మ  ర న పద ల  ధం ంచవల ం    పం న ఈ ం  
ఈ   మ  ఖ  ఈ ఖ అ సరణ ( ఖ  Annexure-1  జత యబ ం ). 
  

 అభ రన త త,  చ  ప శమ  మగ మ  ఇతర అ ం త ళ
చం ం  ఉప న  అ కమ మ  ర న పద ల  ఆపవల ం   
మధ ప  , మ ష మ  ఉతర ప   ల ప  సంవరక ఖ  ఉత  
(అ  ల ఉత ల  Annexure 2  జత యడ న ) మ  ఎ మ      ఆ  
ఇం  (ఎడ ఐ) మ   క ష   ఆ   ఇం  (ఎ  ఐ) ర  న పద ల  
అమ యవల ం  తమ అ ల  ఆ ం  (ఎడ ఐ అడ జ  మ  ఎ  ఐ 

  Annexure 3  జత యబ ం ). 
  

     ల  అమ ం   న  క చర   
పశం .  ప శమ ‘‘ ప గకర న ’’  ప గ ంచబ  మగ డ  ప న  

ధ మ   రణం , ఆ  ఆడ డ  జన  అవ ల  ఇ  ం ం .
 అ వృ  యబ న మ  రత శం  త ర  జ పరం  ల ం  ఇ ం  

ంగ రణ ల , ఎ న  రంభ దశ  మగ  గల అం ల  క  
ధ ంసం ం  అం ల  అ మ ం , త  ణ న   భయంకర న మరణం 
సంభ ంచ  ం . ణ న  మగ ళ  క య  ం ం  

 , ట ం   మ  జర  ( ంగ- రణ ల  €5 య   బ ం ) 
సకల చర  , ఈ       ( ళ   క  

య  ం ం  ట ం   డర   అ ం  న  రయం  Annexure-4  
జత యబ ం ). 
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ప  సంవరక,  మ  మత  ప శమ ఖ దల న థ క ప  సంవరక గ ం ల 
 2019 ప రం, శం   ఉత  ప న  ఒక న ఆం ధ ప , ఇ   ఒ  

ంగ రణ ల  జ పరం  ల ం న ంట   అమ య  ప కం  
తప స  యవల న అవసరం ఉం . 
  
ఈ స రం దృ , ంట  ఈ ం  ఆ  యవల ం    మన  

: 
  
1. షం   చ  అ ం త ళ  చం  అ కమ మ  ర న పద ల  

ంచవల ం  మ  వర   ఆర ష   ఫ   ఎ మ     న మ  
ఎడ ఐ మ  ఎ  ఐ  ర  న రదర  ఆ క   7.6.14  (Annexure 5) 

స   న పద  అవలం ంచవల ం  మన  . 
  
2. ఒక  వయ  లల  చం  పద  ంచవల ం  మ  జ పరం  
ల ం న ంట  ఇ   ఒ  ంగ రణ ల  అవలం ంచవల ం  మన  

. 
  
త ర    స ం ర  ఆ . ఈ ఖ న ష  ప ం ం   

ఖ న సమయం ం నం   ధన . న  ManilalV@petaindia.org  
+91 99108 17382  సం ప ంచవ . 
  
  స , 
Dr Manilal Valliyate, CEO 
 
PETA India 
Follow us on Facebook 
Follow us on Hindi Facebook 
Follow us on Twitter 
Follow us on Instagram 
Subscribe to our YouTube 
Subscribe to our E-news 

 
Animals are not ours to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way. 

 
From: Dr. Manilal Valliyate <ManilalV@petaindia.org>  
Sent: 01 May 2020 19:36 
To: tappal-ani@ap.gov.in 
Cc: mpoonam@nic.in; prlsecy_ahf@ap.gov.in 
Subject: Request for a ban on all inhumane and illegal methods and practices currently being used for killing unwanted 
and male baby chicks by the poultry hatcheries in the state of Andhra Pradesh 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
This letter is a follow-up to my below e-mails and letter, requesting a ban on illegal and cruel methods that the 
poultry hatcheries in Andhra Pradesh are currently using to kill unwanted chicks (copy of letter appended as 
Annexure 1). 
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Following our request, the animal husbandry departments of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, and Uttar Pradesh 
issued orders (copy of orders of all the states is appended as Annexure 2) to stop illegal and cruel practices 
used for killing male and other unwanted chicks by poultry hatchery industries and directed their officials to 
implement methods recommended by both the Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) and the Law Commission 
of India (LCI)- (copy of AWBI advisory and LCI Report appended as Annexure 3) 
 
We appreciate your progressive move for implementing sexed semen technology, which increases the odds that 
a cow will produce a female calf, in view of the suffering and pain that male calves, who are considered "useless" 
by the dairy industry, undergo. A similar sex-determination technology, which has been developed abroad and 
will be commercially available in India soon, allows eggs with male embryos to be destroyed during an early 
stage of development, thereby sparing live chicks a horrific death. France, Switzerland, and Germany (which has 
invested €5 million in sex-determination technology) have all taken steps to ban the shredding of live male chicks, 
which was commonly practised in those countries (a copy of the decision by the Federal Assembly of Switzerland 
to ban the shredding of chicks is appended as Annexure 4.). 
 
Andhra Pradesh is one of the major egg-producing states in the country – according to a 2019 report on Basic 
Animal Husbandry Statistics released by the Ministry of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries – making it 
especially imperative that it implement in ovo sex-determination technology as soon as it's commercially 
available. 
 
In light of this information, I urge you to issue the following directions immediately: 
 
1. Ban all illegal and cruel methods of killing unwanted chicks by poultry hatcheries in the state and adopt 

the method prescribed under Article 7.6.14 (Annexure 5) of the guidelines of the World Organisation for 
Animal Health, which are also recommended by the AWBI and the LCI. 

2. Prohibit the practice of killing day-old male chicks and adopt in ovo sex-determination technology once 
it's commercially available.  

 
I hope to hear from you soon. Thank you for your time and consideration of this important matter. I can be reached 
at ManilalV@petaindia.org or on +91 9910817382.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Dr Manilal Valliyate, CEO 
 
PETA India 
Follow us on Facebook 
Follow us on Hindi Facebook 
Follow us on Twitter 
Follow us on Instagram 
Subscribe to our YouTube 
Subscribe to our E-news 

 
Animals are not ours to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way. 

 
From: Dr. Manilal Valliyate <ManilalV@petaindia.org>  
Sent: 13 February 2020 21:12 
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To: tappal-ani@ap.gov.in 
Cc: mpoonam@nic.in 
Subject: RE: Request for a ban on all inhumane and illegal methods and practices currently being used for killing 
unwanted and male baby chicks by the poultry hatcheries in the state of Andhra Pradesh 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Please refer to the attached letter for taking necessary action in respect of the above mentioned subject.  
 
I am happy to assist you further in the matter. Please feel free to contact me at ManilalV@petaindia.org or on 
+91 9910817382 in case of any clarification/ information.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Dr Manilal Valliyate, CEO 
PETA India 
Follow us on Facebook 
Follow us on Hindi Facebook 
Follow us on Twitter 
Follow us on Instagram 
Subscribe to our YouTube  
Subscribe to our E-news 
 

From: Dr. Manilal Valliyate <ManilalV@petaindia.org>  
Sent: 12 February 2020 12:54 
To: tappal-ani@ap.gov.in 
Cc: mpoonam@nic.in 
Subject: Request for a ban on all inhumane and illegal methods and practices currently being used for killing unwanted 
and male baby chicks by the poultry hatcheries in the state of Andhra Pradesh 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
I am writing from PETA India, requesting you to immediately issue directions to all poultry hatcheries in your 
state to ban inhumane, cruel, and illegal methods of killing unwanted and male baby chicks, as the same are 
in clear violation of  Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (PCA) Act, 1960, and to further direct these hatcheries 
to adopt humane method for killing, as recommended by the Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) and the 
Law Commission of India. 
 
As you may know, millions of male baby chicks and chicks who are deformed, sick, or otherwise considered 
"useless" are killed via cruel and inhumane methods, which include drowning them, tossing them into fires, 
crushing or suffocating them by dumping them into large drums or trucks, transporting them to fish farms and 
tossing them into ponds to be eaten by fish, and tossing them into large grinders while they're still alive. Some 
baby chicks are also dyed with harmful chemicals and distributed or sold in villages to children, which leads 
to baby chicks enduring a painful death in a couple of days. Photographs taken from certain hatcheries in India 
depicting the cruelty towards the rejected baby chicks are annexed as Annexure 1. 
 
Adopting such cruel methods of killing unwanted and male baby chicks is a clear contravention of various 
provisions of Section 11 the PCA Act and is punishable under the law. A copy of Section 11 of the Act is 
annexed as Annexure 2. 
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Since Andhra Pradesh is the highest egg-producing state in the nation (producing 197545.20 lakhs in 2018–
2019), as per the report on Basic Animal Husbandry Statistics 2019 released by the Ministries of Fisheries, 
Animal Husbandry & Dairying, Department of Animal Husbandry & Dairying, it is imperative that the 
hatcheries in your state be directed immediately to ban the use of illegal and cruel practices for killing 
unwanted and male chicks and instead adopt legal and humane methods, as recommended by the AWBI and 
the Law Commission of India. A copy of the relevant section of the report on Basic Animal Husbandry 
Statistics 2019 is annexed as Annexure 3. 
 
In July 2017, the Law Commission of India released its 269th report titled "Transportation and House-Keeping of 
Egg-Laying Hens (Layers) and Broiler Chickens", wherein the inhumane killing of male baby chicks in the 
poultry industry was acknowledged. Rule 16 of the draft Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (Egg Laying Hens) 
Rules, 2017, specifies that "The hatcheries shall use animal euthanasia to euthanise male chicks using a 
combinations of inert gases by the method of controlled atmospheric killing". A copy of the report is annexed as 
Annexure 4. 
 
The AWBI in the year 2012 and 2014 had issued two advisories concerning culling birds for disease control 
purposes, which stated that the board supports the use of nitrogen and inert gases p for culling animals. Copies 
of the AWBI advisories dated 9.03.2012 and 27.11.2014 are annexed as Annexures 5 and 6, respectively. 
 
In 2019, the Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers' Welfare, Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying, 
Government of India issued a draft notification dated 29th April, 2019 being Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
(Egg Laying Hens) Rules, 2019 ("Draft Egg Laying Hens Rules"). Rule 12 mandates that hatcheries must use 
one of the procedures for the euthanasia of male chicks prescribed in the World Organisation for Animal Health 
(OIE) guidelines. A copy of the rules is annexed as Annexure 7. 
 
Article 7.6.14 of Chapter 7.6 of the guidelines issued by the OIE prescribes use of nitrogen and inert gases for 
killing poultry which is also recommended by the Law Commission of India. The said humane method ought to 
be adopted to euthanise unwanted and male baby chicks in the state. Relevant extract of the OIE guidelines is 
annexed as Annexure 8.  
 
In light of this information, I urge you to issue directions immediately to all poultry hatcheries in your state to 
ban inhumane, cruel, and illegal methods of killing unwanted and male baby chicks and to direct hatcheries to 
adopt the humane method for killing prescribed under Article 7.6.14 of Chapter 7.6 of the OIE guidelines, which 
is also recommended by the AWBI and the Law Commission of India. 
 
I hope to hear from you soon. Thank you for your time and consideration of this important matter. I can be reached 
at ManilalV@petaindia.org or on +91 9910817382.  
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Dr Manilal Valliyate, CEO 
PETA India 
Follow us on Facebook 
Follow us on Hindi Facebook 
Follow us on Twitter 
Follow us on Instagram 
Subscribe to our YouTube  
Subscribe to our E-news 












